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Abstract
This article explores the possibilities of distinguishing different pottery forming methods utilising rotational movement based 
on a statistical analysis of the surface topography and variations in wall thickness. The presented topographic analysis is based 
on calculation of the surface regularity that is approached as measurement of the difference between the 3D representation 
of the pottery surface and the corresponding ideal vessel shape, obtained by rotating a model profile around the rotational 
axis. These differences are expressed using basic surface roughness parameters. In addition, analysis of wall thickness vari‑
ability and the overall shape of the horizontal sections using elliptic Fourier analysis (EFA) were performed. The study 
was based on a pilot experimental dataset of vessels made using three forming methods: coiling in combination with wheel 
finishing employed using a turntable and using a potter’s wheel and wheel throwing. The results show that, with an increas‑
ing contribution of rotational movement in the forming sequence, a gradual increase in the regularity of vessel shapes and a 
decrease in wall thickness variability are observed. The differences in these two parameters allow us to distinguish among 
the studied forming methods. Automatic classification using elliptic Fourier analysis and support vector machine (SVM) 
indicates reliable classification for the lower parts of the experimental vessels.

Keywords Wheel throwing · Pottery forming · Topographic analysis · Surface roughness · Elliptic Fourier analysis · 
Automatic classification

Introduction

Pottery forming methods represent a valuable source of 
information, not only on the diversity and development 
of the manufacturing processes themselves, but also for 
addressing the broader issues related to the social networks 
to which the potters were subject (e.g., Derenne et al. 2020; 
Gallay 2012; Gelbert 2003; Gomart et al. 2017; Gosselain 
1998, 2000, 2002, 2008; Mayor 2010; Roux 2011, 2017, 
2019; Roux et al. 2017). However, applying the results 
to studying forming techniques to better understand past 
societies depends on our ability to reliably identify these 

techniques in sufficient detail on a statistically representative 
proportion of the studied ceramics.

Forming is one of the basic steps in pottery manufactur‑
ing. Procedures employed in forming are based on movement 
of the hands and other tools (e.g. potter’s blades, spatulas, 
paddles and anvils, potter’s wheel), causing plastic deforma‑
tion of the clay (e.g., Rice 2015; Roux 2019; Rye 1981). The 
way the clay is formed produces specific phenomena related 
to the inner structure of the components of the clay body and 
topography and morphology of the object surface. There‑
fore, there are two essential sources of evidence for pottery 
forming techniques: inner structure and surface morphology 
and topography (Thér 2020 and references therein). This 
article is focused on the surface topography. The advantage 
of surface analysis is that the surface is accessible to the 
naked eye. Consequently, data acquisition for the analysis is 
less demanding than analysis of the internal structure of the 
object. On the other hand, the surface topography is trans‑
formed in later stages of forming (especially by finishing and 
surface treatment techniques), which usually obliterates the 
features resulting from previous forming stages.
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The most common method of analysis of surface resi‑
dues of pottery forming is visual observation and description 
of the observed phenomena (e.g. Choleva 2012; Doherty 
2015; Dupont‑Delaleuf 2011; Gomart 2011, 2014; Jeffra 
2013; Knappett 1999; Kudelić 2020; Martineau 2002; Méry 
et al. 2012; Rosselló and Trias 2013; Roux 2019; Rückl and 
Jacobs 2016; van Doosselaere 2010). The observations 
related to pottery forming are most commonly classified 
or described in the given set of qualitative categories. The 
advantage of the qualitative approach is that complex phe‑
nomena can be captured using a suitable set of categories. 
The qualitative macro‑trace classification approach relies on 
a well‑developed methodology with established terminology 
and analytical protocol (see especially Roux 2019 for the 
comprehensive synthesis of the current state of research). 
However, in practice, it may face problems related to the 
fact that naked eye observation–based classification (regard‑
less of whether the eye observes the original sample or its 
visual representation, e.g. 3D scan) depends on the abili‑
ties and experience of the researcher. Such classifications 
may not be reproducible until quantified (e.g., Hodson et al. 
1966; Wilczek et al. 2014). However, we are not proposing 
the substitution of the traditional qualitative approach for 
the quantitative one. In many cases, quantification reduces 
the complexity of diagnostic features to only a few aspects 
that can be measured. We perceive it as a complement to 
the methodological mosaic of a comprehensive approach to 
studying pottery‑forming techniques. It is helpful to focus 
the quantitative analysis only on specific topographical char‑
acteristics. This article explores one of them — surface regu‑
larity as an effect of the pottery forming method.

So far, the quantitative approach has not been widely 
employed in the field of pottery‑forming analysis. Quantita‑
tive analysis has been applied to surface topography, rough‑
ness and microscopic traces to some extent since the 1980s 
and has been more common since 2000, with studies con‑
cerned with measuring the tribological interaction between 
the surface of the tool and that of the worked lithic, bone or 
shell material (see Evans et al. 2014 for the general over‑
view; see Stemp 2014; Stemp et al. 2015b for a very detailed 
review and history of lithic microwear studies from the nine‑
teenth century onwards). A typical microwear (use‑wear) 
study aims to distinguish between tools of a given material 
(e.g. chert, flint, obsidian), actions (e.g. sawing, notching, 
scraping) and duration (e.g. the number of strokes) on dif‑
ferent contact materials (e.g. wood, wheat, shell, antler, hide, 
meat, pottery). Data for analysis (e.g. profiles, images and/or 
3D models) are usually acquired using a laser profilometer 
(e.g., Stemp et al. 2009; Stemp and Stemp 2001), laser scan‑
ning confocal microscope (LSCM; e.g., Evans and Donahue 
2008; Evans and Macdonald 2011; Macdonald and Evans 
2014), atomic force microscopy (AFM; e.g. Kimball et al. 
1995; Faulks et al. 2011; Laskaris et al. 2017) or variable 

focus microscopy (FVM; Macdonald 2014a, see also Stemp 
et al. 2015b).

This study represents one of the first attempts to employ 
quantitative topographical analysis to identify specific 
aspects of pottery forming. It focuses on a particular phe‑
nomenon related to pottery forming: the use of rotation 
movement and its relation to vessel surface regularity and 
wall thickness uniformity. The fundamental question under‑
lying the research is whether it is possible to reliably differ‑
entiate among the different contributions of rotational move‑
ment in the forming sequence based on quantitative surface 
analysis. The analysis is performed on a pilot experimental 
dataset representing a vessel replicated using three forming 
methods utilising rotational movement. Consequently, the 
results are strictly related to these technological phenomena. 
Their application to other forming methods must be based on 
specific hypotheses derived from the theoretical relationship 
between the forming methods and the surface topography.

The benefit of this approach for archaeology is that it pro‑
vides quantitative results using fast and cost‑effective acqui‑
sition of analytical data without any destructive impact on 
the archaeological samples. To estimate the applicability to 
archaeological pottery, which is in most cases fragmented, 
we performed the analysis not only on the whole experimen‑
tal vessels but also on segments of these vessels simulating 
the fragmentary state of the artefacts.

Theoretical relation of surface topography, 
variation in wall thickness and forming 
methods

Topography perceives the surface as a continuum and 
describes surface relief mainly based on quantitative 
dimensional measurements (O’Connor et al. 2003; Sahoo 
2011). The principle of topographical analysis is based 
on the idea that the actual relief contains irregularities, 
and these irregularities are measured as deviations from 
defined reference surfaces (Whitehouse 2002). In the con‑
text of analysis of pottery‑forming techniques, these devia‑
tions are a potential source of evidence for the employed 
forming techniques. The techniques used in the initial 
forming of the primary vessel shape cause a characteris‑
tic surface topography, reflecting the form of the segments 
from which the vessel is assembled and movements used 
while joining and transforming the segments into a raw 
vessel shape. The potters might intend to leave these fea‑
tures untransformed as decorative or functional elements. 
However, in most cases, this vessel form is considered 
unsatisfactory in terms of the function (e.g. the segments 
are not connected strongly enough), or the aesthetical 
appearance (uneven raw surface) and shaping continue 
towards the desired appearance. The potters stop shaping 
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when they evaluate that the shape has adequate aesthetic 
or functional properties or reach the limits of their skills.

Therefore, the deviations from ideal geometry can be 
intentional (for some functional or aesthetic reasons) or 
unintentional (caused by negligence, lack of skills or lack 
of motivation to achieve the intended geometry). The 
unintentional deviations reflect the forming techniques 
and their mastering, and topographical analysis concern‑
ing forming aims to express the nature of these deviations. 
The starting point is the materialised form of the vessel, 
i.e. the final form that can be observed. The ideal form is 
a geometrical abstraction eliminating both the deviations 
mentioned above. However, it differs from the intended 
form. The intended form combines ideal form and inten‑
tional deviations that are usually related to surface modi‑
fications. The intended form eliminates only unintentional 
deviations and is close to the potter’s mental concept of 
the form (Thér 2020). The difference between the materi‑
alised form and the intended form is of primary interest in 
analysing forming techniques.

Analysis of the variation in wall thickness provides 
additional information that cannot be extracted from a 
single surface. Wall thickness analysis enables the study 
of spatial relations between the external and internal 
surface topography of the vessel, as well as topography‑
independent variations in thickness. The local variation is 
closely related to the surface topography. Surface shapes 
and features are manifested by the variability in the wall 
thickness. Consequently, the study of local thickness vari‑
ability constitutes topographical analysis based on 1D rep‑
resentations of the surface profiles. Study of variations 

in the local wall thickness can be viewed as contextual 
topographical analysis of both surfaces: the exterior and 
interior.

In addition, the global variation in the wall thickness 
refers to the difference in wall thickness throughout the 
entire vessel. It reflects the forming history even when sub‑
sequent stages of manufacture entirely obliterated the topog‑
raphy caused by roughing out of the vessel.

Quantification of surface topography 
and variation in wall thickness

Surface regularity can be quantified on the basis of the dis‑
tances measured between locations in a 3D representation 
of the materialised form of the vessel and the correspond‑
ing ideal vessel shape, obtained by rotating a model profile 
around the rotational axis. Since the late 1990s, several 
approaches have been proposed to identify the optimum 
position of the rotational axis of the vessel based on 3D 
models (e.g., Halíř 1999; Karasik and Smilansky 2008; 
Sablatnig et al. 2005; Wilczek et al. 2018). When simpli‑
fied to 2D representation (section view), the distances can 
be measured between points on a vessel’s actual section 
and its approximated ideal form. Since the analysis aims 
to detect unintentional deviations from the ideal shape, 
a horizontal section is optimum for the analysis. Potters 
usually intend to achieve a circular shape of the vessel 
in horizontal sections. Consequently, the deviations can 
be measured as the distances between points lying on a 
horizontal section of the vessel and an ideal circle passing 
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Fig. 1  Extraction of parameters related to the surface. a Surface regularity. b Wall thickness
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through these points (Fig. 1a). Note that if the ideal shape 
of the vessel in the horizontal section is not considered 
to be a regular circle, deviations from an ellipse or any 
other ideal shape approximating the vessel’s surface can 
be used instead.

Another parameter that can be used in quantitative analy‑
sis is the wall thickness. This parameter can be calculated 
as the distance between a given point on one side and the 
projection along its normal on the other side of the surface 
(Fig. 1b).

Variations in these parameters are related to the surface 
roughness. Roughness can be understood as a geometric 
irregularity, a deviation of the materialised surface from 
the ideal form along the normal vector. Large deviations 
indicate an uneven surface, while slight deviations reflect a 
smoother surface. Much attention has been paid to the study 
of roughness in technical sciences as well as in archaeol‑
ogy. The metrics employed are generally univariate tradi‑
tional linear and surface roughness parameters designated 
by international standards (ISO 25178 Surface Texture (ISO 
2012)). These standards distinguish six categories of surface 
roughness parameters. The basic category, height param‑
eters, quantifies any change in the surface within a particular 
zone of interest. The most common height parameters used 
in archaeology are the arithmetical mean height of surface 
(Sa; Evans and Donahue 2008), the root mean square height 
of the surface area (Sq; Evans and Macdonald 2011; Mac‑
donald 2014a; Macdonald et al. 2018) and the root mean 
square height of surface profile (Rq; Stemp and Stemp 2003; 
Evans and Donahue 2008; Macdonald 2014b), which can 
sometimes be combined (Stemp and Stemp 2001; Werner 
2018). Along with traditional roughness measurements, 
fractal geometry is also used in archaeology to determine 
the surface roughness (e.g., Brown et al. 2005; Moropou‑
lou et al. 2007; Stemp et al. 2008; Stemp and Stemp 2001, 
2003; Zorlu 2008). As the results obtained by employing 
the fractal dimension calculated from traditional roughness 
parameters (e.g. from Rq) are scale‑dependent, the measure‑
ments of the relative length (Rel L; Stemp et al. 2010), rela‑
tive area (Rel A; Zorlu 2008; Stemp 2014; Key et al. 2015) 
and area‑scale fractal complexity (Asfc; Stemp et al. 2013, 
Stemp et al. 2015a) have been adopted by the archaeological 
community to quantify multiscale surface complexity.

Besides these techniques, it can also be expected that the 
overall shape of the horizontal section itself contains valu‑
able information about the forming method. From this point 
of view, modern geometric morphometrics can be used to 
quantify and compare the shape of sections (e.g. Brande and 
Saragusti 1996; Buchanan and Collard 2010; Wilczek et al. 
2014). As these sections are usually expressed as closed 
circular (or oval) outlines, elliptic Fourier analysis (Kuhl 
and Giardina 1982) seems to be a reasonable choice for the 
calculation of shape variables.

The quantitative approach places greater demands on 
the quality of the data obtained by the imaging methods. 
Searching for phenomena characteristic for pottery form‑
ing, the tools and techniques that can capture a wide area 
of a larger sample, or even the whole object (both sides 
of the vessel wall or the entire shape) in sufficient reso‑
lution are preferred. Stationary or handheld 3D scanners 
are suitable devices when the flexible acquisition of a 3D 
representation of a whole solid is required to investigate 
the topography at the macro‑ and mesoscopic scale or the 
variability in wall thickness (Karasik and Smilansky 2008; 
Revello Lami et al. 2016; Wilczek et al. 2018).

Application

This study employed these concepts to distinguish among 
different forming methods using rotational movement. We 
hypothesise that the different contributions of rotational 
movement to the whole forming sequence cause different 
deviations from the ideal form of the vessel. During throw‑
ing, potters exert continuous pressure. They may vary the 
pressure during forming (intentionally or unintention‑
ally), but the usual way is to keep the pressure constant as 
much as possible. Given the rotation speed, the pressure 
changes cause gradual changes in thickness in the direc‑
tion of the forming vector. This leads to a smooth profile 
with minimal deviation from circularity or ellipticity and 
even thickness in the plane parallel to the resulting vector 
of the force applied in deformation of the clay. However, 
the vector is not horizontal. Its direction results from the 
combination of upward‑lifting by the fingers or other tools 
and rotation around the vertical axis. If the surface is not 
finished with the blade, the upward‑lifting with the fin‑
gers leaves a diagonally oriented undulating relief in the 
vessel’s interior (e.g. Roux 2019). A horizontal section 
obliquely cuts the undulated relief, resulting in a profile of 
long waves. This kind of geometry corresponds to specific 
regular deviations from the ideal form.

In the case of wheel throwing, all the topography is cre‑
ated on the potter’s wheel by continuous pressure. When 
continuous pressure is applied to a roughout with topography 
defined by some other roughing‑out technique, the continu‑
ous pressure transforms the initial topography. Perfection of 
this transformation depends on the contribution of rotational 
movement to the whole sequence, which can be expressed as 
the amount of work performed by continuous pressure (c.f., 
Henrickson 1991; Courty and Roux 1995; Roux and Courty 
1998; Roux 2003; Berg 2007, 2008; Choleva 2012; Thér and 
Toms 2016; Thér 2016; Thér et al. 2017).

In our pilot study, we employed the analysis of a collec‑
tion of three forming methods utilising rotational movement:
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a. Coiling combined with wheel finishing employed using 
a turntable (CTF). The vessel is formed by coiling, and, 
subsequently, rotational movement is used for surface 
modifications and minor shape corrections. The fingers 
exert the pressure. The turntable produces a minimal 
amount of rotational energy that does not effectively 
employ continuous pressure. In addition, the fingers are 
soft and curved tools cause a loss of the energy needed 
to transform the surface. As a result, the transformation 
speed of the technique is low.

b. Coiling combined with wheel finishing on a potter’s wheel 
(CWF). The vessel is formed by coiling, and subsequently, 
rotational movement is used for surface modifications 
and minor shape corrections. A potter’s blade exerts the 
pressure. The potter’s wheel produces a large amount of 
rotational energy, allowing effective use of continuous 
pressure. The hard and straight working edge of the blade 
secures effective transformation of energy to forming 
force. As a result, the transformation rate of the technique 
is significantly greater than in the previous case.

c. Wheel throwing (WT). The entire forming sequence was 
performed using rotational energy.

Dataset, data acquisition, section extraction 
and method of analysis

Dataset

The experimental dataset used for this pilot study was com‑
posed of 27 bowls manufactured by a professional potter 
(Fig. 2, SM1). Each bowl was approximately 10 cm high, 
with a maximum diameter of 23 cm. There are two basic 
reasons for the selection of the shape and dimensions of the 
replicated vessels: (a) a bowl is a common type of pottery 
found abundantly in many archaeological contexts in dif‑
ferent geographical regions; (b) it represents a vessel shape 
requiring a moderate level of skills, thus allowing demon‑
stration of differences in the execution of forming methods. 

Complete vessels were analysed in the first phase of the anal‑
ysis to avoid problems related to estimation of the precise 
position of the rotational axis. Three forming methods were 
used (i.e. CTF, CWT , WT), and 9 bowls were produced using 
each of them. All the experimental vessels were fabricated 
from commercial fine‑grained clay (Pávek Keramika, prod‑
uct designation: točířská hlína ROT) and fired in an electric 
kiln to 800 °C under oxidising conditions.

Data acquisition

The workflow used for quantitative analysis can be briefly 
described as follows. All 27 vessels were scanned in 3D 
using an Artec Space Spider scanning device, with an 
accuracy of down to 0.05 mm and a 3D resolution of 0.1 
mm (Fig. 2a; Artec 3D 2020), and processed in Artec Studio 
15 (Artec 3D 2021). The 3D scan of each vessel was created 
by alignment, registration and fusion of several partial scans, 
each covering a different part of the vessel. Only those parts 
where alignment and registration values fell within the best 
class of the registration quality defined by the standards of 
the scanning device producer (<0.1 “good results”; Artec 3D 
2021) were used for creation of the 3D model. The number 
of polygons acquired on each vessel varied between 40 and 
50 million triangles. In the next step, each 3D model was 
manually oriented to align its base with the natural surface 
on which the artefact originally stood (Fig. 2b). Then, three 
horizontal planes were defined: at the level of the neck 
(noted NECK in the text), at the maximum body diameter 
(noted MAX), and at the lower part of the body (noted 
LOW; Fig. 2c). Each plane cut the outer and inner surfaces 
of the bowl, thus creating 6 horizontal sections per vessel. In 
order to standardise the number of points, each section was 
sampled by 1000 equally spaced points (Fig. 2d). Finally, 
the centres of circles corresponding to the rotational axis 
were calculated, based on the least‑squares method (Fig. 2e; 
Chernov 2010).

To investigate the potential application of the method to 
fragmented archaeological pottery (representing only parts 
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Fig. 2  Data acquisition and section extraction. a Non‑oriented 3D 
model of the vessel. b 3D model oriented according to the rotational 
axis. c Three horizontal planes defined on the vessel, at the neck (blue 
plane), at the maximum body diameter (green plane) and at the lower 

part of the body (red plane). d Six sections (each composed of 1000 
points) defined by the intersection of the outer and inner surfaces of 
the vessel and the three horizontal planes. e Extraction of centres of 
circles corresponding to the rotational axis
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of the circumference of the vessel), each horizontal section 
was additionally segmented into 2, 4 or 8 fragments of 
equal size (i.e. two halves, four quarters and eight eighths). 
This segmentation, where each subsequent segment is 
half the previous one, was chosen to identify the limits of 
applicability of the method in relation to the fragmentation 
of archaeological material. Segment analysis was limited 
to the parameters and vessel parts that have proven most 
valuable in differentiating among forming methods.

Surface regularity

The first analysis was based on comparison of the vessel 
regularities, reflected in the distances between points on the 
section and a perfect circle passing through them. Several 
basic roughness parameters, such as the mean height (Ra), 
maximum height (Rz) and root mean square height (Rq), 
were then calculated from 162 sections.

Wall thickness

The second analysis was based on comparison of vessel 
thicknesses, calculated from the distances between points 
on the inner side of the vessels and their projections on the 
outer side. Three measurements (the mean distance, the 
range of the values and the standard deviation) were calcu‑
lated for each section.

Discrimination using geometric morphometrics

Analysis based on geometric morphometrics is aimed at 
identifying which part of the vessel (i.e. neck, maximum 
body diameter, lower part) is most suitable for distinguishing 
among the three forming methods. The morphometric pro‑
cedure was as follows: all the section outlines were oriented 
on the first principal component axis in the first step, and the 
starting point was set at the maximum x‑coordinate point. 
Based on this point, 200 equidistant points were traced along 
the outline (Fig. 3a). These points were then treated by ellip‑
tic Fourier analysis (Kuhl and Giardina 1982), decomposing 
the outline into an infinite series of repeating trigonometric 
functions called harmonics. Each harmonic is composed of 
four Fourier coefficients (Fig. 3b). The greater the number 
of harmonics is, the better the reconstruction of the original 
contour. In order to take into account only the shape of each 
section and not its size or orientation, all the sections were 
normalised according to the major axis of the first harmonic 
and all coefficients were size‑normalised using the square 
root of the harmonic amplitudes (Furuta et al. 1995; Rohlf 
and Archie 1984; Zhan and Wang 2012). As the values of 
the first harmonic became constant after this operation, they 
were omitted from further analysis.

The optimal number of harmonics was estimated by Har‑
monic power (Lestrel 1997). The number of harmonics rep‑
resenting at least 99% of the original shape of the sections 
was retained for further analysis.
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Fig. 3  Elliptic Fourier analysis. a The original Cartesian coordinates 
of the outline. The red dot corresponds to the first point on the out‑
line. b The original Cartesian coordinates of the outline are decom‑

posed into a set of harmonics. A given number of harmonics are used 
to reconstruct the approximation of the original contour (here 1, 6, 10 
and 50 harmonics)
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Discrimination between sections was performed using 
support vector machine (SVM, (Cortes and Vapnik 1995)). 
This machine‑learning classification algorithm seeks to 
maximise the gap between different categories. This is car‑
ried out by maximising the distance between the decision 
boundary hyperplane and the support vectors, which are the 
samples located closest to this hyperplane. As the number 
of analysed sections was relatively small, a leave‑one‑out 
cross‑validation strategy was selected for the classification 
validation. Because the SVM uses several parameters that 
are randomly initialised, multiple SVM calculations (here 
1000) were performed to ensure the robustness of the results.

Results

Surface regularity

The distribution of the basic roughness parameters (Ra, Rz 
and Rq) for the three forming methods can be seen in Fig. 4. 
All three parameters express similar tendencies. The dis‑
tribution of the standard deviations indicates that the least 
regular (deviating most from the ideal form) vessels are 
formed by coiling with turntable finishing (CTF), followed 
by coiling with potter’s wheel finishing (CWF), while the 
wheel-thrown (WT) vessels are the most regular. Each group 
appears to be very different from the others — there is no 
significant overlap between them. The differences between 
the groups were also confirmed by the Kruskal‑Wallis rank 
sum test (Table 1), followed by Wilcoxon rank sum post hoc 
tests (Table 2).

Interestingly, in all cases, maximum height values never 
exceeded 6 mm (Fig. 4: Rz). Therefore, it seems that, with 
all three methods, the potter succeeded in forming shapes 
with high regularity: even vessels formed by CTF may be 

considered symmetrical, while the WT vessels appear almost 
perfectly identical.

The distribution of Rq values calculated for the combi‑
nation of section position and type of forming technique 
reveals that each forming technique seems to be clearly 
differentiable based on the vessel section position (Fig. 5; 
Table 3). The most different are sections from the lower 
parts of the vessels, followed by sections taken at the maxi‑
mum diameter of the vessels. The neck section appears to 
differentiate only between vessels formed using CTF and 
WT methods.

The graph depicting the distributions of the Rq values 
ordered according to forming technique shows that vessel 
regularity decreases slightly from the bottom to the upper 
part of the vessel for the CWF and WT techniques (Fig. 6). 
The lower parts of the CTF are less regular and statistically 
different from the sections of the other two positions (see 
Table 3).

The analysis of segments of decreasing arc length (i.e. 
halves, quarters and eighths) was performed in the position 
that exhibited the greatest potential for forming method dis‑
crimination, i.e. the lower parts of the vessels. The differ‑
ences between forming techniques decrease as the size of the 
fragments decreases (Fig. 7). Similar tendencies were nev‑
ertheless observed. There is only a slight overlap between 
forming techniques, and the differences are statistically sig‑
nificant (Tables 4 and 5).
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Fig. 4  Vessel regularity. 162 sections (i.e. 27 vessels × 6 sections). Distribution of roughness parameters according to the forming method. Ra, 
mean height; Rz, maximum height; Rq, root mean square height

Table 1  Vessel surface 
regularity. Kruskal‑Wallis rank 
sum test

KW test Df p

Ra 96.848 2 < 2.2e−16
Rz 105.92 2 < 2.2e−16
Rq 98.908 2 < 2.2e−16
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Wall thickness

In comparison with vessel regularity, mean thickness does 
not seem to be a good indicator of technique differentiation 
— the walls of the WT vessels are not necessarily thinner 
than those formed by the other techniques (Fig. 8: mean). 

Nevertheless, the distributions of values for the other param‑
eters show the same tendencies as for surface regularity — 
the WT vessels are the most standardised, followed by the 
vessels formed by CWF and, finally, the vessels formed by 
CTF (Fig. 8; Tables 6 and 7).

There is minimal variation in vessel thickness. There is 
almost no variation among the WT vessels. The values for 
the other two techniques vary within a range of only a few 
millimetres, despite the size of the vessels, and the fact that 
slight irregularities due to clay texture could be present. The 
potter has therefore succeeded in forming vessels that are 
highly regular in thickness.

The most clearly different sections are again from the 
lower parts of the vessels (Fig. 9). However, we consider 
this to be a preliminary observation because of the small 
sample size (81 sections corresponding to 9 groups). A more 
detailed investigation of the relationship between wall thick‑
ness and section position is required for clear conclusions 
to be drawn.

The variation in vessel thickness analysis performed on 
segments of decreasing arc length (i.e. halves, quarters and 
eighths) was also focused on the position showing the high‑
est potential for forming method discrimination: the lower 
parts of the vessels. The similar trend as that for the Rq 
values has been observed. The differences between forming 
techniques decrease as the sizes of the fragments decrease 
(Fig. 10). However, there is almost no overlap between form‑
ing techniques even for an eighth of the arc lengths and the 
differences are statistically significant (Tables 8 and 9).

Table 2  Vessel surface regularity. Post hoc pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the Bonferroni correction

Ra CTF CWF WT Rz CTF CWF WT Rq CTF CWF WT

CTF - CTF - CTF -

CWF 4.3e-11 - CWF 6.2e-10 - CWF 7.7e-11 -

WT < 2e-16 2.8e-08 - WT < 2e-16 4.5e-12 - WT < 2e-16 4.7e-09 -
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Fig. 5  Vessel regularity. 162 sections (i.e. 27 vessels × 6 sections). 
Distribution of the root mean square height (Rq), the rugosity param‑
eter for the combination of section position and forming method. The 
distributions are ordered according to the section position

Table 3  Vessel surface regularity. Combination of the three section 
positions and three types of forming techniques. Vessel sections hav‑
ing the same position are highlighted by double‑line boxes. Post hoc 

pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the Bon‑
ferroni correction

LOW_CTF LOW_CWF LOW_WT MAX_CTF MAX_CWF MAX_WT NECK_CTF NECK_CWF NECK_WT

LOW_CTF -

LOW_CWF 0.00 -

LOW_WT 0.00 0.00 -

MAX_CTF 0.00 0.01 0.04 -

MAX_CWF 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.04 -

MAX_WT 0.00 0.02 1.00 0.00 0.03 -

NECK_CTF 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 -

NECK_CWF 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.42 1.00 0.00 0.28 -

NECK_WT 0.00 1.00 0.04 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.05 -
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Discrimination using geometric morphometrics

The results of morphometric‑based discrimination calcu‑
lated on all the sections show a relatively poor classifica‑
tion performance — only 78% of the sections were clas‑
sified correctly into their original classes (Table 10). The 
confusion matrix reveals that, although sections of the WT 
vessels were well classified in almost all cases, the sections 
from the CWF vessels were often classified as CTF and 
vice versa (Table 11). The automatic classification was then 
performed separately (i) on the neck sections, (ii) on the 
maximum body diameter sections and (iii) on the lower part 
sections. Although it was possible to classify necks correctly 
in only 75% of cases, the classification model attained 88% 
for maximum body diameter sections and 96% for lower part 
sections (Table 12).

The confusion matrices for each part of the vessel 
revealed that the WT sections were well classified in all 
cases, no matter which part of the vessel was examined, 
while the CTF was well classified except for the neck sec‑
tions, and the CWF were well‑differentiated only for the 
lower part sections (Table 13).

Discussion

Analysis of variations in the surface roughness and the 
wall thickness variation shows that, with increasing con‑
tribution of rotational movement while forming, a gradual 
increase in vessel shape regularity and decrease in the 
wall thickness variability are observed. The differences 
in these two parameters allow us to distinguish among 
the studied forming methods. The initial analysis was per‑
formed on the entire horizontal section, assuming that the 
entire vessel was preserved. The analysis of segments of 
decreasing arc length also demonstrates the applicability 
of this approach to fragmentary archaeological pottery. 
The differentiation is better when larger vessel parts are 
preserved. However, even when only 1/8 of the horizontal 
section of the vessel is preserved, the forming methods are 
significantly different for both surface regularity and wall 
thickness (Tables 4, 5, 8 and 9; Figs. 7 and 10).

The automatic classification showed lower accuracy for 
the neck sections than for the other parts (Table 12). This 
was also confirmed by comparing the results of analysis of 
the regularity (Fig. 5) and wall thickness variability (Fig. 9) 
in different section positions, which show that the differ‑
ences in the lower part of the vessels are the most obvious. 
The vessel regularity increases from the bottom parts toward 
the upper parts for coiling with turntable finishing (CTF) and 
decreases slightly for coiling with potter’s wheel finishing 
(CWF) and wheel-throwing (WT) (Fig. 6). The hypothetical 
explanation for these observations is that the more complex 
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Table 4  Vessel surface regularity (Rq parameter) for its lower parts. 
Kruskal‑Wallis rank sum test

KW test Df p

Rq, halves (N = 108) 86.81 2 < 2e−16
Rq, quarters (N = 216) 142.09 2 < 2e−16
Rq, eighths (N = 432) 244.33 2 < 2e−16
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neck shape prevents the efficient use of continuous pressure 
to regularise wall thickness (for the CWF and WT meth‑
ods). On the other hand, the potter pays more attention to 
the bowl’s upper body than to the lower parts. The bowl has 
a more complicated shape in this part, and it is also a crucial 
part for the overall visual impression of the vessel. Conse‑
quently, the potter spent more time fashioning the shape of 
the upper body of the bowl. This resulted in a more regular 
surface of the upper body for the forming methods, which 
naturally tends to produce less regular surfaces (CTF).

The potters’ perception of the forming methods, their 
components and how they affect the resulting geometry 
are essential for insight into aspects connected with this 
approach. As was initially defined, CTF was performed only 
by pressure exerted by the fingers, while a potter’s blade 
was used for CWF. When performing the CTF method, the 
potter felt an intense need to use the potter’s blade on all 
parts of the vessel, and he stated that the absence of the pot‑
ter’s blade affected the accuracy of the vessels much more 
significantly than the type of rotational device (turntable 
vs potter’s wheel). These particular observations point to 
the constraints of this approach. There is no simple set of 
basic forming methods with unambiguous implications for 
the geometric accuracy of the vessels. The resulting number 
of deviations from the ideal form depends not only on the 
forming method, but also more significantly on the potter’s 
effort to produce a shape without surface irregularities. The‑
oretically, the particular forming methods have no significant 

Table 5  Vessel surface regularity (Rq parameter) for its lower parts. Post hoc pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the 
Bonferroni correction

Rq, halves 
(N=108)

CTF CWT WT
Rq, quarters 
(N=216)

CTF CWT WT
Rq, eighths 
(N=432)

CTF CWT WT

CTF CTF CTF

CWT < 2e-16 CWT < 2e-16 CWT < 2e-16

WT < 2e-16 1.3e-11 WT < 2e-16 9.5e-10 WT < 2e-16 1.4e-15

CTF CWF WT
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Fig. 8  Vessel wall thickness. 81 sections (i.e. 27 vessels × 3 sections). The distribution of the mean, range and standard deviation (SD) values for 
the type of forming method

Table 6  Vessel wall thickness. Kruskal‑Wallis rank sum test

KW test Df p

Mean 11.951 2 0.002541
Range 62.918 2 2.176e−14
SD 63.722 2 1.456e−14

Table 7  Vessel wall thickness. Post hoc pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the Bonferroni correction

Mean CTF CWF WT Range CTF CWF WT SD CTF CWF WT

CTF - CTF - CTF -

CWF 0.00089 - CWF 2.4e-06 - CWF 6.6e-07 -

WT 0.04159 1.00000 - WT 3.1e-15 3.1e-15 - WT 3.1e-15 3.1e-15 -
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limitations concerning the final geometric accuracy of the 
formed objects. The geometric and dimensional accuracy 
levels are mainly subject to the potter’s decisions, possi‑
bilities, abilities or habits. The geometric accuracy, dimen‑
sional deviations and quality of the pottery surface would be 
influenced more by the social perception of aesthetics and 
functionality or social demand and status of the vessel than 
the employed forming method.

Consequently, by using any of the considered forming 
methods, potters can theoretically achieve an ideal shape 
if the forming forces act for a sufficiently long time. The 
difference is in the amount of work required. This prob‑
lem is encountered when assigning the task to the potter. 
He asked how much work he should devote to each phase 
of the forming sequence. We agreed that he would find 
a reasonable balance on his own, in which he would feel 
that, on the one hand, the work is not performed poorly 
but, on the other hand, a disproportionate amount of time 
is not devoted to the task. The feeling‑based decision rep‑
resents a variable that is not entirely under control and 
complicates the reproducibility of the results. Even if we 
could define such an amount of work, we are still limited 
in the interpretation of the archaeological record as it is 
hard to separate the effect of the forming method and the 
effect of the amount of work dedicated to the task. The 
focus of the topographical analysis should reflect these 
aspects.

1. First of all, it is essential to focus not only on the degree 
of deviations from regularity but also on the geometrical 
character of the irregularities. They can be specific irre‑
spective of the amount of work dedicated to obliterating 
them, unless wholly obliterated.

2. So far, we have discussed the limits of the forming 
methods in attaining geometric accuracy. However, 
more importantly, the forming methods are limited in 
their ability to “achieve” or create specific vessel irreg‑
ularities. For example, using WT, it is not possible to 
“achieve” such a degree of local variability in wall thick‑
ness or deviations from the ideal form in the specific 
sections (cut in the plane parallel to the resulted vector 
of the force applied in the deformation of clay) as with, 
e.g. coiling or slab building. Consequently, consider‑
ing our dataset, if we find that the surface regularity 
reaches values typical for WT, this does not mean that 
other methods can be excluded. On the other hand, if the 
deviations from regularity are significantly greater than 
that typical for WT, then this method can be excluded 
from the possible forming methods because it is impos‑
sible to obtain such irregularities when WT is employed. 
Thus, the interpretation should be based on the lower 
limits of regularity for wheel throwing rather than the 
upper limits for other methods.
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Fig. 10  Vessel wall thickness for the lower section. Halves = 54, 
quarters = 108 and eighths = 216 fragments (i.e. 27 vessels × 1 sec‑
tion). Distribution of the standard deviation (SD) according to the 
forming method

Table 8  Vessel wall thickness (SD parameter) for its lower parts. 
Kruskal‑Wallis rank sum test

KW test Df p

SD, halves (N = 54) 43.71 2 3.225e−10
SD, quarters (N = 108) 81.81 2 < 2e−16
SD, eighths (N = 216) 156.00 2 < 2e−16
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Conclusions

The results of the pilot experimental dataset analysis show 
a promising potential for quantifying another phenomenon 
related to pottery forming: the topography and wall‑thick‑
ness variation. As predicted, with the increasing contribution 
of rotational movement while forming, a gradual increase 
in the regularity of the vessel shapes and decrease in wall 
thickness variability is observed. The differences in these 
two parameters allow us to distinguish among the studied 

forming methods performed in the particular set of vari‑
ables implemented in the experiment. All the three basic 
roughness parameters as a measure of deviation from the 
ideal form, mean height (Ra), maximum height (Rz) and root 
mean square height (Rq), show similar results. The second 
analysis based on comparison of the vessel thickness, cal‑
culated from the distances between points on the inner side 
of the vessels and their projections on the exterior, was also 
expressed in three measurements (the mean distance, the 
range of value and the standard deviation). The mean thick‑
ness does not seem to be a good indicator for identifying the 
forming method compared to the other two quantities. The 
range of values and standard deviation shows the same ten‑
dencies as the roughness measurements — the most uniform 
wall thickness is exhibited by wheel-thrown (WT) vessels, 
followed by coiling with potter’s wheel finishing (CWF) and 
then coiling with turntable finishing (CTF). The best results 
are shown by the analysis of the sections obtained from the 
lower parts of the vessels.

Table 9  Vessel wall thickness (SD parameter) for its lower parts. Post hoc pairwise comparison using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with the Bon‑
ferroni correction

SD, halves 
(N=54)

CTF CWT WT
SD, quarters 
(N=108)

CTF CWT WT
SD, eighths 
(N=216)

CTF CWT WT

CTF CTF CTF

CWT 3.8e-06 CWT 4.0e-09 CWT 1.9e-12

WT 6.6e-10 2.6e-09 WT < 2e-16 7.3e-15 WT < 2e-16 < 2e-16

Table 10  Automatic classification based on the shape of the section

Sections Number of 
samples

Number of 
harmonics

Mean accu‑
racy

SD accuracy

All sections 162 24 0.778 0.011

Table 11  Confusion matrix between 162 original forming tech‑
niques and forming techniques obtained with SVD classification run 
1000 times. The values correspond to the mean value and the values 
in parentheses correspond to the standard deviation calculated from 
1000 values. Correct correspondences are highlighted in bold. Note 
that the standard deviation calculation is no longer correct for very 
low values, close to 0. See also Table 10

All sections Predicted

CTF CWF WT

Original CTF 41.7 (0.6) 12.3 (0.6)
CWF 16.6 (1.2) 31.3 (1.6) 6.2 (1.2)
WT 1.0 (0.1) 53.0 (0.1)

Table 12  Automatic classification based on the shape of the section

Sections Number 
of sam‑
ples

Number of 
harmonics

Mean accuracy SD accuracy

Neck 54 19 0.746 0.028
Maximum 

body 
diameter

54 26 0.884 0.028

Lower Part 54 23 0.961 0.021

Table 13  Three confusion matrices. Confusion matrix between 60 
original forming techniques and forming techniques obtained with 
SVD classification. SVD run 1000 times. The values correspond to 
the mean value; the values in parentheses correspond to the standard 
deviation calculated from 1000 values. Correct correspondences are 
highlighted in bold. Note that the standard deviation calculation is no 
longer correct for very low values, close to 0. See also Table 12.

Neck Predicted
CTF CWF WT

Original CTF 12.8 (1.3) 5.2 (1.3)
CWF 7.6 (0.6) 9.5 (0.8) 0.9 (0.5)
WT 18.0 (0.1)

Maximum body diameter Predicted
CTF CWF WT

Original CTF 17.9 (0.3) 0.1 (0.3)
CWF 3.5 (1.1) 11.9 (1.5) 2.6 (1.0)
WT 18.0 (0.0)

Lower part Predicted
CTF CWF WT

Original CTF 17.5 (0.5) 0.5 (0.5)
CWF 0.4 (0.6) 16.4 (1.0) 1.2 (0.8)
WT 18.0 (0.0)
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However, the direct applicability of this analysis is com‑
plicated. The residual shape irregularities are substantially 
dependent on the potter’s effort to produce a shape without 
irregularities. Most of the forming techniques have no signifi‑
cant limitations concerning the final geometric accuracy of the 
formed objects, at least in theory. Therefore, it is necessary to 
interpret the results critically with regard to all the factors that 
may affect the final vessel shape.

Despite these limitations, the method can objectively point 
out the differences in the production process and style of indi‑
vidual pottery traditions and become a valuable enrichment of 
the analysis of pottery‑forming methods complementing other 
analytical approaches. Its applicability to fragmented archaeo‑
logical pottery has been also demonstrated.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen‑
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s12520‑ 022‑ 01561‑y.
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